
CIS2390 PRACTICAL
Week 15

Introduction
This week you may download three filesystem images (MD5 sums are for the uncom-
pressed versions of these images) from:

‣ http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/RAID5_1a.dd.gz 

- MD5: db08360ba19d3d15b3100ad4a3ffe095

‣ http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/RAID5_2a.dd.gz

- MD5: 14cfed3ea47e6db2ab1b6b6e1f30259d

‣ http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/RAID5_3a.dd.gz

- MD5: 6a11a124dc0b7975467417d60cfef1cc

These disk images are from a RAID array that has recently failed. You’ll need to use Win-
Hex to manually rebuild this RAID array. When using WinHex:

• load in each uncompressed disk image

• use the view menu to select synchronize and compare

• use the window menu to select tile vertically.

Rebuilding RAID Arrays
We are told that we have a RAID 5 array whose stripped size is 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128kB in 
size. Other than that, we know nothing else about our RAID array!

To successfully rebuild our RAID array we need to answer the following questions:

1. What is the disk order1 of our array? 

2. What filesystem does the RAID array use? Ensure that you fully justify this answer!
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1 Note: RAID 5 disks start with a RAID header followed by data stored across the disk sets  
as constant sized stripes. For each disk, the RAID header is essentially the same - the 
only variation being the presence of a byte storing the disk number (and so our disk order!) 
within the RAID disk set.
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3. In determining the type of filesystem this RAID array hosts, calculate the size of the 
RAID array header.

4. How does the RAID set calculate parity? Ensure you fully justify your answer by sup-
plying sample data from areas containing known examples of data and parity informa-
tion.

5. By searching the RAID array and examining the sectors containing known files2, work 
out the size of a stripe. You may find it useful to calculate upper and lower bounds on 
file sizes here.

6. Examine the RAID array and determine if it’s using forward or backward parity?

Now rebuild3 your RAID 5 array using the assemble RAID system option under the spe-
cialist menu! On rebuilding your RAID array and computing its MD5 hash, you should get 
the value:

2B530264622066698CF37442FA30B49C

Any MD5 value other than this means you have not reconstructed the RAID 5 array cor-
rectly!
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2 Hint: you mind it useful to locate and follow the contents of the $MFT file?

3 Note: you will need to interpret each disk image as a disk before attempting to reassem-
ble the RAID array.


